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Saving you money every mile every day 



Introducing FORS Fuel Expert
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FORS has launched FORS Fuel Expert, offering members exclusive access to a range of 
discounted fuel cards, and is open to all FORS members irrespective of fleet size or vehicle type.

FORS Fuel Expert provides members with access to up to 16 different fuel cards, including fixed 
price cards, from a range of major brands. The scheme offers members the chance to save up to 4 
pence per litre (ppl) off the national average pump price and up to 10ppl off motorway pump prices, 
along with the chance to reduce overall fuel consumption.

FORS Fuel Expert has been designed to meet the diverse needs of all FORS members’ fleets and 
has been launched in partnership with Fuel Card Services (FCS), one of the largest independent 
fuel card agents in the UK and also a FORS Affinity Partner – one of a select group of appointed 
companies offering discounted, FORS-branded products and services specifically for FORS 
members.

FORS members taking advantage of the offer will be able to unlock savings when they use the fuel 
cards across the FORS Fuel Expert network of more than 7,000 UK forecourts, including Shell BP, 
Texaco and Esso.

The inclusion of FORS Fuel Reporting means FORS members can access robust fuel 
consumption and MPG reports to help understand how to reduce the amount of fuel used, saving 
more money and helping the environment. The reports can be downloaded or exported via the 
FORS Fleet Management System provided by FleetCheck, another FORS Affinity Partner.

FORS Fuel Expert reporting also includes CO2 certificates, which offer statistics on greenhouse 
gases generated by the company vehicles – essential evidence during the FORS audit process 
– to help members achieve emission reduction goals, a key requirement at FORS Silver, and a 
guiding principal throughout FORS Standard version 5.

Supporting your FORS accreditation
FORS Fuel Expert will support requirements O2, S2, S3 and G2 of the FORS Standard version 5, 
by allowing the monitoring of fuel consumption and vehicle emissions (O2 and S2), reducing costs, 
and tracking operational performance levels and impacts on the environment (S3 and G2).

Why choose FORS Fuel Expert?
Known fixed costs

Up-to-date fuel costs with the international oil industry base rates

Improved cash flow for business

Reduction in operating costs

Convenient coverage across the UK

Peace of mind and security

Instant access and control, which allows cancelling and ordering cards when require

HMRC compliant receipts

Covered stolen and lost cards

Ability to monitor purchases with one card which offers multiple functions

Easy identification of service stations

Additional money saving offers for family and friends

Cost-effective and efficient management

Evidence of greenhouse gas emissions data, including CO2 to report to stakeholders and 

improve carbon footprint
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Key features
Fixed weekly fuel price available

Pricing based on the Platts pricing

Only pay for used fuel

Discounted fuel cards

Access to over 7,000 fuelling stations across the UK, including motorway forecourts

PIN protected cards

MyFleetHub: manage account online or on the phone

Itemised invoices

Card Protect: lost or stolen card cover

More than just fuel: selected cards can cover the M6 toll, Adblue, oil and other products

Drivers Club App

Comprehensive reporting 24 hours a day 365 days a year

CO2 count: certificates to highlight commitment to a greener future

Dedicated account manager

Losses covered by MyFleetHub for up to a maximum of 12,000 litres if card lost or stolen

“FORS Fuel Expert will help FORS members to lower emissions, by better understanding 
their fuel use. Reducing emissions and helping improve the environmental credentials of 
our members is a key FORS principle. This new service not only gives FORS members 
the chance to save money on fuel - which remains the biggest operating cost to fleets - but 
also helps fleets to closely monitor how they use fuel helping them to save fuel and reduce 
emissions.”

Paul Wilkes, 
FORS Business Services Manager
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How to apply to FORS Fuel Expert
 
To register or declare your interest please visit FORS Fuel Expert website: 
https://www.fors-online.org.uk/cms/fors-fuel-expert/

For any enquiries please contact FORS helpline at 08448 09 09 44 or 
enquiries@fors-online.org.uk



08448 09 09 44
enquiries@fors-online.org.uk
www.fors-online.org.uk
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